Umbraco Conference
Codegarden 2012
Copenhagen, June 13th-15th
Codegarden is a conference that focuses on everything Umbraco.
Everyone from casual users to core developers are invited to learn,
participate, share ideas, and get to know each other
Massive value - Similar three day conferences are at least
twice the cost and you can even save upto EUR150 if you
register before May 13th.
Learn from the pros - The people behind some of the most
advanced and ambitious Umbraco implementations in the
world will be presenting at Codegarden. Come and learn
from their experiences on how to build world class
websites... including what not to do.
Biggest one yet
years conference plus 3 full days of learning, sharing and
networking and an entire track dedicated to hands-on
workshops included with your Codegarden ticket.
Ask the experts - The entire development team behind
Umbraco CMS will be present and ready for questions,
including the founder of Umbraco: Niels Hartvig, and the
rest of the Umbraco HQ and Umbraco core team.

Hands on workshop track - This year will be the first time
we will dedicate an entire track over the three days so that
you can get hands-on experience and advice from the
Umbraco core team. This is a unique opportunity to get
expert advice to sharpen your skill set, delve deeply into
the latest version of Umbraco, and a valuable opportunity
to collaborate in person with fellow members of the
community.
- Our three tracks are designed to
cover: “The future of Umbraco”, “What’s possible today
with Umbraco” and “Sharpening your skill set with
hands-on labs”. Codegarden explores the topics that

Networking and socializing - Codegarden is the biggest
is the perfect opportunity to network and gain new
professional contacts and friends. Codegarden allows the
each other, instead of being just another passive crowd.

Location:
Date:
Price:

year and you use Umbraco on a day to
day basis, then make Codegarden the
one. A great event and great people...”

Kedelhallen, Copenhagen, Denmark
June 13th - 15th 2011
€600, Early Bird €450 (ends April 1st)

”...you instantly feel as part of the
Umbraco family, Codegarden is by far
the best conference I’ve been at, and

Adam Shallcross, Managing Director

The CogWorks, Umbraco Gold Partner

www.codegarden12.com

Daniel Frost, DPE

